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Abstract— Technologies are rapidly increasing and dependent on the Internet. In near future, Hardware will be embedded with 

software and interconnected to the Internet to send or receive data, which is termed as Internet of Things. Resulting to Database 

shared between different devices, technology of Distributed Database is Blockchain. Using these latest technologies, Internet of 

things (IOT), block chain, and Near Field Communication (NFC) for providing data protection, we are developing a system for 

authentication on Android applications. 

In this paper, we are using Zero knowledge authentication system to login into Android application using Hashing Technique 

along with NFC. The data generated in Android Application and transferred to block chain server which convert the transaction 

details into blocks, which ever growing and store it in blockchain storage. With the help of all these technologies we are 

providing more Secure environment which prevent data tampering and modification. As well restricted data or block visibility. 

With unbreakable authentication system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Near Field Communication (NFC) is a wireless 

technology that facilitates conducting daily tasks through 

communication between NFC-enabled devices. Nowadays, 

the NFC technology is playing a major role in different fields 

of our daily life. It has been successfully applied in various 

fields such as healthcare, education, location-based services, 

access control, financial transactions, social applications and 

entertainment.  In the financial sector, the NFC technology is 

expected to gain popularity especially in mobile-based 

payments, mobile authentication, etc. In this paper we are 

using NFC for zero knowledge authentication system for 

mobile login. 

 

IOT is the abbreviation of internet of things which enables 

objects to share and control data between objects. In this 

system Android mobile is communicating with block chain 

server for data sharing. 

 

It is possible to commit malicious attacks, such as data 

tampering, or privacy infringement, while sharing data on 

objects over the Internet. This paper introduced a block chain 

to prevent security threats such as data counterfeiting, which 

could occur using smart meters. Zero-Knowledge proof, a 

block chain anonymity enhancement technology, was 

introduced to prevent security threats such as personal 

information infringement through block inquiry. It was  

 

 

proposed to use smart contracts to prevent smart meter data 

forgery and personal information infringement we suggest. 

Internet of Things enables objects to share and control data 

between objects because things are connected to the Internet. 

It is possible to commit malicious attacks, such as data 

tampering, or privacy infringement, while sharing data on 

objects over the Internet.  

 

Block chain server is running on web server, authorized 

android mobile can able to communicate with blockchain 

web server and store the data or retrieve the data. Block 

chain servers have the functionality for creating block and 

retrieving the block from block chain storage.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Blockchain 

A block chain, initially block chain, is a developing rundown 

of records, called blocks, which are connected utilizing 

cryptography. Each block contains a cryptographic hash of 

the past block, a time stamp, and exchange information (for 

the most part spoke to as a merkle tree root hash). 
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Fig 1: Block Chain Structure 

 

Structure: 

A Blockchain is a decentralized, disseminated and open 

advanced record that is utilized to record exchanges 

crosswise over numerous PCs so the record can't be modified 

retroactively without the modification of every single 

consequent block and the accord of the system. This enables 

the members to confirm and review exchanges in lavishly. A 

Blockchain database is overseen self-sufficiently utilizing a 

shared system and a circulated time stepping server. They are 

confirmed by mass cooperation fueled by aggregate personal 

circumstances. The outcome is a powerful work process 

where members' vulnerability with respect to information 

security is negligible. The use of a Blockchain clears the 

typical for boundless reproducibility from a propelled asset. 

It affirms that every unit of significant worth was exchanged 

just once, tackling the long-standing issue of twofold 

spending. Blockchain have been portrayed as an esteem trade 

convention. This Blockchain-based trade of significant worth 

can be finished snappier, more secure and less expensive 

than with conventional frameworks A Blockchain can 

relegate title rights since, when legitimately set up to detail 

the trade understanding, it gives a record that urges offer and 

acknowledgment. 

 

 
Fig 2: Centralized Vs P2P 

In a P2P network, the "peers" are PC frameworks which are 

associated with one another by means of the Internet. 

Documents can be shared straightforwardly between 

frameworks on the system without the need of a central 

server. At the end of the day, every PC on a P2P network 

turns into a record server just as a client. 

 

Kinds of blockchains  

Right now, there are three sorts of blockchain systems - 

public blockchains, private blockchains and consortium 

blockchains. 

 

Public blockchain 

A public blockchain has positively no entrance limitations. 

Anybody with a web association can send exchanges to it 

just as become a validate (i.e., take an interest in the 

execution of an accord convention). Typically, such systems 

offer financial motivating forces for the individuals who 

secure them and use a Proof of Stake or Proof of Work 

calculation. 

 

Near field communication 

NFC (Near-field communication) innovation is quite regular 

nowadays and highlights in most top of the line advanced 

cells. Just as telephone to telephone communication, little 

NFC labels can likewise be utilized to store and exchange 

data. You will presumably have seen little NFC labels by 

promotions close transport stops, stickers in shops, or may 

have even run over the smart thought of utilizing NFC 

empowered business cards. 

 

These tags can store wide scopes of data, from short lines of 

content, for example, a web address or contact details, to 

connections to applications in the Google Play Store. It's a 

snappy and proficient approach to rapidly push data to your 

telephone and these little labels can supplant bar and QI 

codes, and could even be utilized rather than Bluetooth at 

times. So here's the manner by which it works. 

 

 
Fig 3: NFC Reading / Writing Process 
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How it works: 

NFC tags are latent gadgets, which imply that they work 

without their very own power supply and are dependent on a 

functioning gadget to come into range before they are 

actuated. The exchange off here is that these gadgets can't 

generally do any preparing of their own, rather they are just 

used to exchange data to a functioning gadget, for example, a 

PDA. 

 

So as to control these NFC tags, electromagnetic acceptance 

is utilized to make a current in the aloof gadget. We won't get 

excessively specialized on this, yet the essential guideline is 

that loops of wire can be utilized to deliver electromagnetic 

waves, which would then be able to be grabbed and 

transformed once more into current by an another curl of 

wire. This is fundamentally the same as the systems utilized 

for remote charging advancements, though significantly less 

amazing.  

 

The dynamic gadgets, for example, your advanced cell, are in 

charge of creating the attractive field. This is finished with a 

straightforward loop of wire, which produces attractive fields 

opposite to the stream of the exchanging current in the wire. 

The quality of the attractive field can be balanced by 

fluctuating the quantity of turns in the wire loop, or 

expanding the present coursing through the wire. Be that as it 

may, increasingly current clearly requires more vitality, and 

exceptionally high power necessities would not be alluring 

for use in battery fueled portable advances. Subsequently 

why NFC works over only a couple of inches, as opposed to 

the numerous meters that we're utilized to with different sorts 

of remote communication. 

 

 
 

 NFC Writing Algorithm (Tag): 

 

NFC expands upon Radio-frequency identification (RFID) 

frameworks by permitting two-route communication between 

endpoints, where prior frameworks, for example, contactless 

shrewd cards were single direction as it were. Since 

unpowered NFC tags can likewise be perused by NFC 

gadgets, it is additionally equipped for supplanting prior 

single direction applications. In this NFC tag we are 

dumping the information, for example, name, telephone, 

address anything as a scrambled configuration utilizing 

Encryption key and dumped into the NFC tag, before 

dumping into the card first information is Declare an Intent 

Filter to report to the framework that it's empowered to take a 

shot at NFC. Have a strategy that Android will call when 

NFC is recognized. Make a strategy to fabricate a NDEF 

message. Make a technique to compose the NDEF (NFC 

Data Exchange Format) message. 

 

 NFC Reading Algorithm (Tag): 
When the card owner taps the card to NFC device, first 

encrypted data will read and it will decrypt the data and 

converted into original data with key and reading NDEF data 

from an NFC tag with language convention English. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

This system has two applications one is mobile financial app. 

And another is web server application which manages block 

chain process. 

 

There are two actors one is admin another one is end user. 

Admin must set block chain storage details and user 

information in web server application. There is another 

responsibility of admin he must write credentials into user 

NFC card using separate android app. The NFC card must 

reach corresponding user safely. 

 

 .  

Fig 4: System Architecture 

 

Once user receives NFC card then only he can able to login 

into mobile financial app. While user trying login, he has to 

provide his user id and tap NFC card on NFC sensor in the 

mobile. NFC sensor read the credentials from NFC card and 

give to zero knowledge authentication protocol. It is 
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responsible of zero knowledge authentication system to 

validate the credential from NFC card and the credential 

stored in block chain for the user same or not. Based on the 

test result it will take decision whether to allow the user into 

the home page or not. 

 

Once user logged in into mobile app he can able to create 

transactions related to financial details. All the financial 

transaction is converted into blocks and store in block chain 

server.  

 

Main Modules in the System 

 

 Admin Module 

Admin has to login using id and password. 

After login admin can add users and display the 

user details, admin can modify also. While 

adding user we admin is making hash code of 

that user. 

 

 NFC Writing Process 

This admin android application is to write user 

information in to NFC tag. 

 

 NFC Reading Process 

 In this user module user has to login using user 

id, if authentication is correct it has to navigate 

to the home page, after that user can store their 

personal details. 

 

 ZERO Knowledge Authentication 

In this section when user is storing their 

personal details that time it will create metadata 

and it will store in to database, based on that 

metadata only we can find the user personal 

details. 

 

 Creating Block-chain 

In this module user personal data will be store 

in to cloud as encrypted format, when user want 

to download that data it has to decrypt and it 

will display to the user. 

 

Block chain Storing Process 

Once the user logged in into android App he can able to 

create his transaction, all the transactions which are occurred 

in android mobile has to transfer to web server, in web server 

block chain head, block chain body created using encryption 

technique, hashing technique and compression technique. 

Once block is created it will be stored in block chain storage 

and there should be a meta data record to retrieve the block. 

 

 
Fig 4: Transaction Block Chain Stroage Process 

 

Once transactions are stored in block chain it becomes highly 

secure and no one can tamper it. This process is shown in 

Figure 4. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

IOT, Blockchain and NFC techniques are upcoming trends in 

present scenario. This system involved all these three 

techniques which makes highly securable easy to use and 

user can view and retrieve transaction using android App.  

For high security zero knowledge protocol and block chain 

are used. For user friendliness android App and NFC are 

used. 

 

            
Fig:1                                          Fig:2 

 

Fig:1- In this user android application user has to enter their 

userId, then it has to communicate with web server and it has 

to validate the userId. If it is valid then it will thake the 

hashcode of that user and then user has to tap the NFC card, 

from the NFC card it will read the hashcode. If both the 

hashcode is matching it will navigate to the user home page. 

Fig:2- Here it has to display user financial data which user 

already stored into the Blockchain. When user wants to read 

his personal details, user has to request to the server and it 
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will check every details of user and from the blockchain file 

has to download then it has to decrypt, then from the server 

data will send to user android application. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

This system uses financial android App, the transactions 

which are generated by android App are not stored in the 

same mobile instead it will be transferred to block chain 

server and stored securely. 

The experimental result shows this system functions meet all 

the requirements specified in design phase. 

At present the system is generated Android mobile App in 

future we can develop mobile App for Apple iOS. 
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